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ABSTRACT
Here, a novel and efficient moving object detection strategy by non-
parametric modeling is presented. Whereas the foreground is mod-
eled by combining color and spatial information, the background
model is constructed exclusively with color information, thus result-
ing in a great reduction of the computational and memory require-
ments. The estimation of the background and foreground covariance
matrices, allows us to obtain compact moving regions while the
number of false detections is reduced. Additionally, the application
of a tracking strategy provides a priori knowledge about the spatial
position of the moving objects, which improves the performance of
the Bayesian classifier.
Index Terms— Object detection, non-parametric modeling,
bandwidth estimation, particle filter, tracking, Mean-Shift.
1. INTRODUCTION
The detection of unusual motion is a key step for high level object
analysis tasks such as tracking, classification or event analysis. To
achieve very high sensitivity in the detection of moving objects,
looking for the lowest possible amount of false alarms, background
subtraction techniques are commonly applied. The purpose of these
techniques is to efficiently estimate a background model from a se-
quence of images, and their quality is evaluated according to their
speed, memory requirements and accuracy in the results [1].
Throughout the last years, many multimodal strategies have
been developed which, modeling multiple states for each pixel, are
able to obtain high quality results [2]. Whereas these techniques
solve many complex situations with dynamic backgrounds, they
do not provide satisfactory results in environments where the pixel
variations can not be described parametrically.
To correctly model the pixel variations in complex multimodal
scenarios, non-parametric modeling strategies, which make use of
Kernel Density Estimators (KDE), have been proposed by several
authors in the recent literature [1] [3] [4]. These strategies estimate
the probability density function (pdf) of each image pixel from their
recent history.
Although these techniques improve the quality of the results
in situations with dynamic backgrounds or illuminations changes,
sometimes they are not sufficient to distinguish between foreground
and background [5]. To address this limitation, some authors com-
bine a foreground modeling with the background pdf, improving the
quality of the results in these situations [4].
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Nevertheless, these strategies have an important drawback: for
each pixel in every frame, the average of a very large amount of
multidimensional kernels should be computed, resulting in very high
memory and computational requirements. Moreover, an additional
drawback of these strategies is that, when the foreground is modeled
jointly to the background, the covariance matrices of the kernels
are set as fixed matrices [1]. Therefore, looking for a compromise
between preserve the multimodality and the presence of noise in the
detection, different covariance values should be manually selected
depending on the characteristics of each sequence.
Here, we present a novel and efficient non-parametric segmen-
tation strategy. Whereas the foreground is modeled using color and
spatial information, the background likelihoods are obtained using
exclusively color information, which results in a great reduction of
the computational and memory needs. The covariance matrices that
determine the "width" of the kernels in the background and fore-
ground modeling processes are dynamically estimated, then preserv-
ing the multimodality while reducing the amount of false negatives
in the detection. Moreover, a particle filter based tracking strat-
egy, applied over the previously detected foreground regions, im-
proves the quality of the results and provides probabilistic infor-
mation about those areas where the moving objects are expected
to appear in the following images. To obtain the final foreground
probability, the foreground and background likelihoods and this a
priori information are combined within a novel Bayesian approach.
2. KERNEL BASED DENSITY ESTIMATION
Let {xi}Ni=1 be a set of d-dimensional samples corresponding to the
recent history of a pixel. Using the kernel estimator K, the pdf that
this pixel will have intensity value x can be estimated as:
fˆ(x) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
‖H‖− 12K
(
H−
1
2 (x− xi)
)
(1)
whereH is a d×d positive definite symmetric covariance matrix [1]
that specifies the "width" of the kernel K.
The selected covariance matrix is very important for kernel den-
sity estimation [6] and numerous approaches have been proposed
in the literature with different alternatives. Small bandwidth values
are more appropriate in regions of high density, enabling a more
accurate estimation of the density in those regions. Nevertheless,
if these values are too small, the likelihood estimation can show
spurious features. On the other hand, larger bandwidth values are
more appropriate in low density areas where few sample points are
available. However, selecting too large bandwidth values, the multi-
modality can be lost.
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Fig. 3. I: Original images. GT: Ground truth. (a) Results modeling
exclusively the background. (b) Results combining foreground
and background likelihoods. (c) Results by applying the proposed
strategy.
Figure 3 shows some of the obtained results. The first column
corresponds to an indoor sequence where the most critical aspect is
the similarity between the moving object and the background. In the
other columns, different outdoor scenarios, with different number
of moving objects and multiple non-static background elements, are
presented. Applying the background modeling based strategy, (a),
the foreground regions are not correctly detected. However, com-
bining a foreground modeling with the background model, (b), the
detected moving objects are more compact and accurate. Neverthe-
less, as this strategy does not estimate the covariance matrices, the
amount of false detections has been increased. The obtained results
show that, with the proposed algorithm, (c), the moving objects are
correctly detected (as we are combining background and foreground
modelings) and the amount of false detections has been reduced (as
we are estimating the covariance matrices).
Finally, Fig. 4 depicts some Recall and Precision percentages
[5], which correspond to the examples in Fig. 3. Here it is possible
to appreciate that, using the proposed strategy, we are able to obtain
the best compromise for these quality parameters: correctly detected
moving objects, while a low amount of false detections.
7. CONCLUSIONS
A novel and computationally efficient background-foreground non-
parametric classification strategy has been presented. Whereas the
foreground likelihood is constructed combining color and spatial
information, the background model is obtained using exclusively
color information, thus reducing several orders of magnitude the
computational requirements.
To improve the quality of the results, obtaining compact and
accurate detections, while reducing the amount of false negatives,
we have dynamically estimated the covariance matrices that deter-
mine the appropriate ’width’ of the kernels in the computation of the
background and foreground likelihoods.
Additionally, through a proposed particle filter based tracking
strategy, the spatial position of the previously detected foreground
regions are updated, which provides a priori knowledge about the
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Fig. 4. Recall and Precision percentages.
areas where the moving objects are expected to appear, improving
the performance of the Bayesian classifier.
The obtained results show that the proposed strategy provides
high quality results in a large amount of complex situations with dy-
namic backgrounds. In addition, our approach improves the perfor-
mance of the detections with respect to other non-parametric mod-
eling based strategies in terms of both Recall and Precision percent-
ages.
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